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For Shelly, with gratitude.

O de li altri poeti onore e lume
vagliami 'l lungo studio e 'l grande amore
che m' ha fatto cercar lo tuo volume.
Tu se' lo mio maestro e 'l mio autore
tu se' solo colui da cu' io tolsi
lo bello stilo che m' ha fatto onore.

The glory and light are yours,
That poets follow—may the love that made me search
Your book in patient study avail me, Master!
You are my guide and author, whose verses teach
The graceful style whose model has done me honor.

— Dante speaking of Virgil, Inferno 1.83–88, translation by Robert Pinsky

yām vidna iti yadgranthān abhyāsyāmo 'khilān iti /
yasya śīṣyāḥ sma iti ca śādhane svam vipaścitaḥ //

"I know him."
"I read every letter in his books."
"I was his student."
See how scholars promote themselves.

— Nīlakanṭha Dīkṣita speaking of Appayya Dīkṣita, Gāṅgāvataraṇa, 1.45
Hindi Literary Beginnings

Allison Busch

Theorizing Beginnings in Culture

Sheldon Pollock has challenged many reigning ideas about language, politics, and culture with implications far beyond the field of Sanskrit. In this essay I explore how some of his models may or may not apply to Hindi literature. One important lesson to take from Pollock is that written literary culture—काव्य—can and should be dated and the conditions attending its invention tracked. Literary cultures are not autochthonous. They have beginnings. This is a beautifully simple idea, and yet developing a historically coherent statement about literary beginnings is far from straightforward. What if a beginning, for all its apparent self-evidence, is merely an accident of historical preservation? How do literary historians know that a beginning point was not masked, reset by subsequent culture formations? What continuities are elided when we give methodological primacy to rupture?

Literary history is only an imperfect science, one whose methodology favors a telescopic over a fine-tuned lens. Whatever the potential drawbacks, there are undeniable benefits to examining a broad swath of literary activity, reading it for larger trends, and being willing to question received wisdom. Here I propose to examine a large canvas of Hindi literary history to determine when Hindi काव्य “entered the world” and the conditions that made it possible. Of course, there need not be just one beginning. Indeed, arguments can be made for various beginning points, depending on what kind of a yardstick we hold up. It seems only fair, then, to warn readers that the very enterprise of searching for Hindi literary beginnings (at least a single beginning) may be doomed. The Hindi language—what to say of Hindi काव्य—is a very slippery unit of analysis. Whereas the domain of Sanskrit (its very name—“perfectly made”—a testament to one of its core values of linguistic precision) was carefully controlled through an elaborate grammatical science (व्याकरण), few people cared to regulate Hindi during the first centuries of its existence. Grammatically systematizing impulses in Hindi emerged only very late and
generally from outside the core tradition, first by a member of the Persian literati, second by an eighteenth-century Gujarati, and later, with much greater force, under colonialism.2

It does not help matters that Hindi has a vast geographical domain in comparison to other Indian vernaculars. Uses of Hindi can be tracked from the northernmost reaches of Hindustan to the Deccan, from Gujarat to Bengal. Absent formal standardizing initiatives, each place Hindi went it was marked by regional touches, a fact reflected in the bewildering array of names that accrued to the language (if indeed it can be unproblematically seen as one language). Avadhi, Brajbhasha, Bhasha, Gwaliori, Madhyadeshi ki boli, Gujri, Rajasthani, Pingal, Dingal, Sadhukkari, Hindavi, Hindustani, Dihlavi, Purbi zaban, Dakani and Rekhta are a nonexhaustive list of terms referring to some kind of proto-Hindi (or Urdu) textual culture, and it is far from easy to sort through what particular names meant to the people who used them over the last half millennium or more.3 If some poets saw their vernacular in terms of a very local perspective, naming it after their town or region, others appear to have been completely unconcerned with labels, and when they did bother with naming they used only generic expressions such as hindavi (Indian) or simply bhāṣā (language).

Under nationalism, diverse oral traditions, religious poetry, and refined kāvyā were swept up into the voluminous net of “Hindi” and newly constituted as the literary heritage of the Indian people. The mystical poetry of Sants, vernacular pads (devotional songs) performed in Vaishnava communities, narrative poetry by Sufis in the East and Jains in the West, and martial lore in the rāgo genre, as well as courtly compositions of stunning complexity, were now to be viewed as part of a single tradition. As we shall explore below, some signs from precolonial writers confirm that the linking of this motley assortment of textual culture is a suspiciously modern phenomenon. Nationalist historiography was conveniently adept at overlooking literary and linguistic discontinuities. The more Hindi the merrier, and the older it was the better.

While recognizing “Hindi literature” to be a constructed category of recent minting, I do not wish to get waylaid by deconstructing it—a theater of operations to which many scholarly forces have in any case already been marshaled. Let us grant the category for heuristic purposes and proceed on our quest for Hindi literary beginnings. I propose to search from four different frames of reference. The first place to look is to the nationalist period and the writings of Ramchandra Shukla, to whom the now dominant mode of conceptualizing Hindi literary history can be traced. How were beginnings understood at the moment of inception of the modern category of Hindi literature? A second way of measuring is to search for the first major work of Hindi literature. The most convincing case, we will discover, can be made for a text in Avadhi produced by Sufis in the fourteenth century. Is the first known example of Hindi literature (what an embarrassment for Hindi wallahs!) actually by a Muslim? By the late sixteenth century the Avadhi kāvyā tradition would begin to give way to that of Brajbhasha, a different literary dialect that rose to prominence under conditions of Mughal power. This is our third case study, and here we do not measure absolute beginnings but instead observe a major act of resetting the dial on the clock of literary history. A last phase of our thought experiment will be to examine precollonial perspectives: where did traditional Hindi scholars think their literature began?

While mapping Hindi literary beginnings we will be touching on critical issues in the theorization of premodern textual culture, including indexes of literary change, what Indian tradition has counted as kāvyā, and the milieu(s) in which it was produced. We will also pause to reflect on that favorite of Pollock topics, vernacularization, and what proves to be complicated about the case of Hindi.

Case Study 1. Nationalism and the Mysterious Case of Hindi’s Nonbeginning

Hindi, unlike Sanskrit, possesses no ethno-historical account of a single universally recognized ādikāvī (first poet), which means there is no consensus about where to begin the beginning.4 Ramchandra Shukla, the first to write a self-consciously modern history of Hindi literature in Hindi, began his account by trying to trace—reasonably enough—an ādikāvī (beginning period), which he dated to 993–1318 CE (Vikram Samvat, 1050–1375).5 Less reasonable is his category of “Hindi,” which seems altogether too capacious and undefined, as evident from remarks such as “the language of the credible surviving material is Apabhramsha, i.e. Prakrit-influenced ... Hindi,” and he devotes nearly half of his discussion of Hindi literary beginnings to Apabhramsha poetry, mobilizing various fragmentary scraps of Middle Indic language that in some cases even he hesitates to call literature.6 I would hesitate to call many of them Hindi.

This study of Hindi literary beginnings has just begun, and already it is beset by obstacles. We can hardly expect to find the origins of Hindi literature if our lens is not even focused on Hindi. Much ink has been spilled since Shukla’s day in debates over early Hindi literature; no fewer than three books bear the title Hindi sāhitya kā ādikāvī (The Beginning Period of Hindi Literature),7 and virtually every historian of Hindi since Shukla seems to feel the need
to include a chapter on the ādikāla. But all this attention to beginnings has failed to generate much thinking about what Hindi literature is, why it should suddenly begin, and who the agents of this process might have been. In the typical nationalist formulation, Hindi literary history has been constructed as an unremarkable sequence of vernacularizing iterations as the language came down the pipeline from Sanskrit, making various stops in Apabhramsha. At a certain point, it is felt, the literary language of the plains of North India ceased being Apabhramsha and started to be purāṇi hindī (Old Hindi). A few scholars seemingly dub as Hindi whatever non-Sanskrit North Indian poetry they can get their hands on. Thus, the works of Apabhramsha poets such as Svayambhu (700–950?) and Pushpadant (tenth century) are presented as Hindi kāvya. My point is not to dismiss the idea that Apabhramsha was a significant storehouse of literary models for early Hindi poets, which it demonstrably was, especially in western India, but to highlight that the languages are different, and that the transition from Apabhramsha needs to be marked as a moment of vernacularization.

Another problem with scholarship on the ādikāla is that even when Apabhramsha poetry is not being smuggled in, scholars do not always feel the need to furnish evidence of an actually existing text. Hazari Prasad Dwivedi, one of the leading Hindi critics in the generation after Shukla, was more honest than most about the fact that no major Hindi works produced in the Gangetic Plain survive before the fourteenth century. Perhaps the most acute problem with the modern tradition of Hindi historiography is, however, the nationalist presumption that Hindi literature should exist and that it more or less always has.

A question begged by the above discussion but not yet addressed is, what is Hindi kāvya? Does any surviving text in Middle Indic get to count as Hindi literature? Even for Shukla, apparently not. Regarding the sayings attributed to early Siddhas and Yogis, Shukla proclaimed, “These are only sectarian teachings, therefore they cannot be considered in the category of pure literature.” Here he raises the vexing question of what to do with religious texts. Are they kāvya or not? Sheldon Pollock would be perfectly in agreement with Shukla in excluding religious teachings from the category of kāvya, by which he (and in his reading, the Indian tradition itself) meant a self-consciously aesthetic, and often political, project. Hazari Prasad Dwivedi would vehemently disagree. Stating that “the dominant ethos of medieval literature was religious,” he criticized Shukla for drawing the line between religion and literature arbitrarily. Shukla was indeed inconsistent in according the status of kavi to religious poets. Still, he can hardly be said to have ignored religious texts, even if he preferred some poets (Sur, Tulsi) to others (Kabir). After all, in his pioneering history he devoted an entire period—the bhaktikāl—to religious trends in Hindi literature, a rubric that carries much weight to this day.

If Shukla was hesitant about counting some religious poetry as kāvya, the Hindi scholarly community, particularly in the West, often seems to have operated from the premise that only religious verses have ever counted as literature. Most of Hindi’s premodern courtly legacy remains untranslated, and untheorized. Here we enter the orbit of Pollock’s well-known if controversial concern that too much of Indian cultural history has been unreflectively tied to religious currents, without considering the role played by courts and political formations. Let us keep in mind these debates about the relationship between religion and kāvya as we continue on our search for Hindi literary beginnings.

The name “Hindi” (often “Hindavi” in premodernity) is well known to be of Persian origin, and it is worth asking what bearing, if any, this “outsider” label has on the early history of Hindi kāvya. Highly suggestive are some signs of Hindi literary beginnings from Indo-Muslim circles of the Ghaznavid and Sultanate periods. Although he was predominantly a Persian poet, some spectacular early Hindi writings are attributed to Masud Sad Salman (1046–1121), active at the court of Mahmud of Ghazni. Unfortunately, his viability as a candidate for Hindi’s ādikāva is seriously compromised by the failure of his Hindi corpus to survive. All we have to go by is Muhammad Auji’s less than trustworthy reference to Masud Sad Salman’s putative Hindi dīvān a full century later in Lubāb al-albāb (Essence of Wisdom). More famous—but, it should be stressed, no more reliably attested—are the Hindavi songs attributed to Amir Khusrau (1253–1325), who was active at the court of Delhi in the early fourteenth century. Visitors to the Chishti tomb of Nizamuddin Auliya in Delhi can still hear qawwali performances featuring Hindi compositions by Amir Khusrau. But quite apart from their ghostly historical presence, the songs of Khusrau may not pass the entrance exam for anything that can be called kāvya—defined as written literary culture. Khusrau himself evidently did not consider his Hindavi compositions very important if he never bothered to record them: his only surviving poetry is in Persian.

Similarly elusive are other striking memories of early Indo-Muslim engagement with vernacular poetry in Sufi circles. The renditions of Nizami attributed to Shaikh Hamiduddin (ca. 1192–1274) of Nagaur, if authentic, would be “almost the first explicit textual record of Hindi poetry,” but they did not survive in any form that would be consistent with a thirteenth-century provenance. Early compositions are also traced to Baba Farid (1175–1265),
but we have only questionable evidence for them prior to their inclusion in the early Sikh canon several centuries later. Christopher Shackle sums up his skepticism about a thirteenth-century date by wondering why the Sufi malaqāt literature, otherwise so keen to attest Farid’s accomplishments, “should have failed to mention the existence of the Farid-bānī (Sayings of Farid) if it were authentic.”

We need to take serious cognizance of the sheer amount of anecdotal evidence we have about Muslim courts and Sufi centers at the very dawn of North India’s vernacular literary inauguration. Why would there be so many attributions if there were no Muslim Hindi poets? Why did so many biographers consider it a mark of distinction for great literati and Sufis to write vernacular poetry if they did not actually do so? Nonetheless, in looking for the beginnings of Hindi kavīya there need to be some ground rules. We are seeking a text that is actually extant, written literary culture, not songs, a text that in some sense can be seen to have helped to constitute a major tradition. By “major” I stipulate that we are not looking for a few fragments of poetry from the oral tradition; nor should we count just any obscure early work that might be rustled up out of a Jain bhandār after having been forgotten for centuries. The criterion is not that the work survives but that it be consequential. Kavya is not kavya unless a literary community reads it and constitutes it as such.

Case Study 2. Avadhi: the Noncosmopolitan Vernacular

The inauguration of the Avadhi literary tradition is far less speculative and more amenable to theorization than any of the possible beginning points we have considered so far. Although not recognized as innovators by modern Hindi critics (or their premodern counterparts, as we shall observe in our fourth case study below), if the aim is to locate the first major extant Hindi text, as opposed to putative Hindi texts, instances of fragmentary poetry, insecurely dated texts, or songs, the Candāyan (Story of Candā, 1379) of Maulana Daud is an excellent candidate for Hindi’s adikavīya. It is hard to argue against either the earliness or importance of the work, which relayed in lengthy narrative form the story of legendary lovers Lorik and Candā in an unprecedented idiom, in the process helping to constitute an Avadhi literary tradition. (A cautionary note: since Daud refers to other tales of love, we must recognize that the Candāyan is a beginning point only in the sense that related earlier beginning points do not survive, but my preference here is to treat only the historical record and not to factor in lost texts.) Furthermore, the Candāyan was by every measure a literary success: it was read, copied, performed, and illustrated by posterity. Another measure of the work’s status is that it gave rise to important successors in the Avadhi language, including not only other Sufi works but also the Rāmcaritmanḍas of Tulsidas, the most widely circulated Hindi text in premodernity.

Now that we have marked a point of Hindi literary beginning with an actually surviving major text, let us outline the patronage conditions that gave rise to it and its literary and lexical profile. Maulana Daud, who was patronized by Juna Shah, a minister of Firoz Shah Tughlaq, presented his pioneering Avadhi work to the nobility at Dalmu. This makes him courtly. But Daud also belonged to the Chishti community, and this dual Sufi-courtly identity generally characterizes Muslim authors of the genre. The Avadhi premākhvāns (love stories), as these works came to be known, had multiple uses. To courtly patrons they were a vehicle for aesthetic pleasure, but to the initiated the very same texts encoded subtle mystical meanings. When it comes to literary patronage and reception, the role of religion and courts, it turns out, cannot be so easily separated.

Another matter to consider in assessing Avadhi’s vernacularization profile is the relevance of superposition, the process by which a dominant cosmopolitan language—Sanskrit in the examples studied by Sheldon Pollock—exerts a defining influence on a fledgling vernacular literary tradition. One clear model for the Sufi premākhvāns is the Persian maṣnavī (narrative poem). Such poems begin, as all maṣnavīs do, with praises to Allah and the prophet, followed by eulogies to kings and spiritual leaders. But aside from the introductions, the maṣnavī origin of these Avadhi works is less clear. The texts’ characteristic dohā-caupai (couplet and quatrain) metrical structure, for instance, has roots in Apabhramsha. And when it comes to expressing the dominant theme of love, the poets use an idiom of mixed heritage. Sanskrit aesthetic principles such as rasa are prominent, but this attention to literary emotion is repurposed to facilitate a distinctly Sufi religiosity. Additionally, the lexical profile of the Sufi premākhvāns, far from exhibiting evidence of superposition, is notable for being neither Sanskritized nor Persianized in any meaningful way. Avadhi Sufi kavya is thus a departure from the more common profile of a “cosmopolitan vernacular” that Pollock has tracked elsewhere in the region.

Case Study 3. Brajbhasha Literary Origins

So far we have looked for Hindi literary beginnings in two ways. We have rejected the suggestion that Hindi literature was actually Apabhramsha literature until it one day ceased to be that and mysteriously became Hindi instead. The second way of marking Hindi literary beginnings was to seek
out the first major surviving work of kāvya, which was written by a Sufi in Dalmau. Whereas the Avadhī kāvya tradition flourished under the regional sultanes that controlled eastern India from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century, a new Mughal political system would now help to undermine the rise of Brajbhasha literary culture.

Brajbhasha literature, like Avadhī before it, entered the world due to both courtly and religious circumstances. Some preliminary signs of Braj literariness can be traced to Vishudhas, who a full century before the Braj efflorescence of the Mughal period wrote vernacular reworkings of the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyana for the Tomar kings of Gwalior: the Pāndav-carit (1435) and Rāmāyan-kathā (1442). Although these efforts failed to generate a sustained tradition or to imprint themselves in literary memory—the name Vishudhas was virtually unknown to the Braj community in the precolonial period—his epics are arresting as precocious instances of courtly Braj that to some degree imitated cosmopolitan style.26

A stream of Brajbhasha literature of far greater consequence originates from Mathura and Vrindavan by the mid-sixteenth century, where newly crystallizing religious communities, especially the Vallabhans and Gaudiyas, were engaged in establishing constituencies of Krishna worshippers with their spiritual center the place they believed Krishna to have spent his youth during his sojourn on earth. Bhakti poets, the most famous being Surdas, cultivated a devotional genre—the Brajbhasha pad—the singing of which became a crucial part of congregational worship in Vaishnava settings.

The Braj efflorescence of the Mughal period is not only linked to the activities of Krishna devotees, however. Just forty miles away from Mathura was the Mughal capital at Agra, making the Braj region a site of direct imperial concern. The development of Braj as a religious site had the support of the Mughal emperor, as well as the Rajput kings who served the cause of empire. A spate of temple building in the region was backed by imperial edicts, the costs underwritten by Rajput rulers who were jostling for positions of power in the evolving Mughal state system.27

This nexus of religious and courtly developments is a crucial backdrop for understanding the cultural positioning of Keshavadas (ca. 1555–1617) and Orchha, the court from which he hailed. Keshavadas is considered the founder of Hindī rāti (courtly) tradition and is thus a promising figure when it comes to recontexting for the beginnings of Hindī kāvya. As it turns out, many types of beginning can be traced to Orchha in the sixteenth century. There are courtly beginnings: the site was founded by the Bundela king Rudra Pratap in 1531. We can identify the religious beginnings that attended the dynasty’s conversion from Shaivism to Vaishnavism. Political and literary conversions are also in evidence. When Madhukar Shah proved unable to withstand Akbar’s armies, Orchha was absorbed by the Mughal state, and the princes, like so many rulers of the day, would now be forced to take up positions in the imperial system. At the very same time (ca. 1580) Keshavadas, who was descended from a long line of Sanskrit scholars, gave up his family tradition to become a Brajbhasha poet.31

While some of Keshavadas’s poems can certainly be located in the ambit of a bhakti worldview, his oeuvre as a whole marks a major departure from the Braj pads that were circulating in his day, and it is for this reason that it can be evaluated as an instance of Hindi literary beginnings. In striking contrast to the hybrid texts of earlier Avadhī poets, Keshavadas’s writings are a classic example of the types of vernacular appropriations from Sanskrit theorized by Pollock. The poet’s choice of genres, style, and lexicon all exhibit dramatic degrees of Sanskrit superposition. Although Keshavadas preferred to write his kāvya in Brajbhasha, he was well versed in Sanskrit and thus ideally situated to be the kind of classicizing poet that characterizes so much of vernacular literarization in South Asia. He is most famous for his Rasikprīva (Handbook for Poetry Connoisseurs, 1591), which alongside the companion volume Kaviprīva (Handbook for Poets, 1601) drew heavily on Sanskrit sources (particularly Rudrabhatta and Dandin), and served as the foundation for a whole new field of Hindi alankāraśāstra (literary theory). With the Rāmacandracandrakhā (The Moonlight of Lord Rāma, 1601), a sophisticated retelling of the Rāmāyana, and Vīrsimhedeverkarī (Deeds of King Vīrsimh, 1607), an elaborate biography of his patron Bir Singh Deo, Keshavadas transplanted both Sanskrit mahākāvya and its close cousin prāsasti kāvya (political poetry) into Brajbhasha, inventing a new, elevated form of vernacular royal expression. Similarly elegant and unprecedented in Brajbhasha is Keshavadas’s last work, Jahnagrīrjascandrakhā (Moonlight of the Fame of Jahnagir, 1612), a prāsasti in honor of the Mughal emperor Jahangir.

Working in a distinct milieu from poets like Surdas, whose songs were expressions of piety and whose early manuscript heritage is closely linked to performance traditions, Keshavadas created a self-consciously literary corpus of kāvya works for an elite courtly audience.32 He drew on a rich array of Sanskrit themes and classical figures (alankāras). His kāvya register, with its heavy infusion of tattama (unmodified loanwords) vocabulary, is in places so Sanskritized that one can barely tell the poet—a Brahmin pandit by birth and literary temperament—is using vernacular language at all.33 Adopting such a register could not be more dissimilar from the studious avoidance of
cosmopolitan lexical style by Sufi authors. Nobody before Keshavdas had ever employed Hindi for such an array of elevated literary, scholarly, and political purposes. The courtly literary trends he helped to initiate were also an instant success: for close to 250 years, Braj kavya would find an enthusiastic reception at both Mughal and Rajput courts.

Although much about Braj bhasha literary culture substantiates Pollock’s vision of vernacularization, a few complicating factors should be noted. Braj bhasha, like Avadhi, is closely tied to both courts and religious contexts, accommodating the cultural needs of diverse constituencies. Another difference stems from the high status of Persian in Mughal India. If Sufi poets of the Avadhi tradition mostly avoided Persian words in their works, quite the opposite holds for many (though by no means all) Braj bhasha writers, some of whom had Mughal patrons. The last work of even a conservative and highly Sanskritizing Brahmin poet such as Keshavdas was set in a Mughal court context and contains a few striking examples of Persianized prasaasti style. Titles and other ways of expressing kingly grandeur had long been superposed from Sanskrit, but new possibilities would now open up for Braj bhasha writers, who in some cases drew freely both from Persian and Sanskrit. When it came to literary genres and emphases, however, Braj poets did not generally stray very far from earlier Sanskrit codes. In fact, despite the close contact of at least some Braj writers with Indo-Muslim court culture, ultimately not much from Persian literature made it into the Braj repertoire. The Indic norms of bhakti, śringāra (love), and prasaasti kavya remained dominant. This was true even for Muslim poets such as Rahim, Raskhan, and Raslin. Thus, Persian cosmopolitanism did have its limits.

Case Study 4. Precolonial Visions of Literary Beginnings

We have now outlined some key points about both the Avadhi and Braj streams of Hindi literature and considered how each marks a moment of vernacular inauguration with different relationships to the superposed languages of Sanskrit and Persian. Another way to look for Hindi kavya’s beginning point is to consider evidence of such thematizations by premodern poets and scholars. Modern literary historians should not be the only ones who get to decide where the important beginnings are. Since so much changed during the colonial period in the domain of Indian literary habits and cultural memory, a particular value accrues to canvassing earlier authors.

An unambiguous articulation of Hindi literary beginnings can be found in the Satkavigirāvilāś (Play of the Language of True Poets, ca. 1750), a poetry anthology compiled by Baldev Mishra at the court of Vikram Shah in Baghelkhand (in eastern Madhya Pradesh). The author states:

Taking definitions and example poems from the first poets Keshavdas, Cintamani, Matiram and Sukhdev, and those who are discriminating literateurs when it comes to rasa, I have composed this work of rasa and nityākībheda, bringer of aesthetic delight.

Note how Keshavdas heads the list of first poets, a mark of his chronological antecedence, no doubt, but also evidently his status as a founder of the tradition. To my knowledge, Baldev Mishra’s explicit discussion of adikavis is unique, but other writers do hint at their views on when their literature began. The poet Sudan, Baldev’s approximate contemporary, introduces his Sujānecaitra (Deeds of Sujan Singh) with a traditional kavi-praṣāmā (salute to past poets) that tellingly commences with Keshavdas. Other important evidence of conscious reflection about the Hindi past is found in the Kavvanirnay (Verdict on Literature, 1746) of Bhikhariidas.

Sur, Keshav, Mandan, Bihari, Kalidas [Trivedi], Brahma [Birbal], Cintamani, Matiram and Bhushan are recognized, Liladhar, Senapati, Nipat [Niranji] Newaj and Nidhi, Nlikanth Mishra, Sukhdev and Dev are respected. Alam, Rahim, Raskhan, Sundar, etc.

So many isughtful poets! They cannot all be listed here.

One need not live in Braj to write in Braj.

For one can learn the language from these poets of the past.

Tulsī and Gang, whose works are varied in language, became the master poets (sukabina ke sardāra).

Bhikhariidas’s enumeration of poets does not follow a strictly chronological order (nor can the logic behind every aspect of the sequencing of names be easily parsed), but to begin with the sixteenth-century poet Sudan, followed closely by Keshavdas, would appear to signal literary beginnings.

This trio of contemporary Braj authors from disparate eighteenth-century courts can reasonably be considered a quorum for rendering a verdict about precolonial literary canons. Several points are of note. Briefly revisiting Baldev Mishra’s comments about the adikavis, it is worth highlighting that all four of them are Brahmin court poets. So are most of the other thirty-one figures to make it into his anthology. The lists of Sudan and Bhikhariidas, however, also contain bhakti poets. Bhikhariidas, for his part, provides more clues about his understanding of literature in his telling revision of a famous verse from Mammata’s Kavprakāśa on the subject of the purpose of poetry.
Some acquire religious merit, such as the spiritual masters Tulsi and Sur. Others seek wealth, in the manner of Keshavdas, Bhushan, and Birbal. A few concern themselves with fame alone, like Raskhan and Rahim. Says [Bhikhari] Das, discussing poetry is in every case pleasing to scholars.41

It is beyond doubt that here and elsewhere in his Kāyvanīṃpat Bhikharidas is drawing on Mammata.42 But whereas for Mammata kāvya is an entirely secular pursuit (his reasons include fame, wealth, instruction, practical knowledge, warding off illness, and aesthetic rapture), Bhikharidas considers spiritual gain one of three primary rationales.43 That he took the trouble to rewrite Mammata’s verse dramatically underscores this crucial shift in conceptions of the literary between Sanskrit and Hindi.

Also note who is missing from these eighteenth-century canons. None of the low-caste Sant poets like Ravidas or Kabir made it onto any of the lists. We never hear of the Rajasthani poetess Mira Bai, now one of the most famous figures of the precolonial Hindi tradition. The Sufi writers are ignored. No Khusrav is mentioned, nor is any other early Indo-Muslim vernacular poet from the Ghaznavid or Sultanate period. Clearly no attempt was made to exclude Muslim poets, given the presence of Raskhan and Rahim. A pattern does emerge, however. All the poets listed here wrote in Braj, and all are from the Mughal period.44 Earlier poets, or those using other Hindi dialects, were either unknown or somehow irrelevant, not considered part of the same community. When poets like Bhikharidas, heir to the Sanskrit literary system (albeit owing a few debts to Persian, as well), delivered their verdict on kāvya, they evidently did not view it as an open category in the manner of modern Hindi critics.

There are of course different types of memory from those recorded by court poets of the eighteenth century. Although Avadhi writers did not leave us with any major statement of their literary self-understanding, Vaishnavas were avid canonizers, giving rise to an entire genre—the bhaktamālā (garland of devotees)—that memorialized the most illustrious members of their tradition. Still, for Nabhadas, author of the most popular example (early seventeenth century), or his famous commentator Priyadas (fl. 1712), the point was to praise lovers of god, not to compile a canon of Hindi poets. The same holds true for the texts of the Dadupanthis (followers of the Sant poet Dadu), who were prolific hagiographers and anthologizers.45 While the evidence of Bhikharidas makes clear that religious poetry was not excluded from literary theorization—indeed, traditional Sanskrit alankārasāstra had to be updated in order to make the point—the fact is that many bhakti texts were organized as song repertoires for worshipful performance and were thus distinct from kāvya in their use and production context.

Conclusion

Much in today’s scholarly milieu would militate against the restrictions on admission to the category of kāvya that were once so central to the Sanskrit thought world. Should the vānī (sayings) of an oral poet like Kabir be considered literature? Are bhaktas to be considered kavs? They already are, so the point seems moot. What remains far from moot, however, is the task of evaluating the histories and self-conceptions of the various communities in South Asia that entered the domain of vernacular literariness, in the process creating powerful new aesthetic, religious, and political spaces.

Here we have surveyed a range of contenders for (and pretenders to) the throne of Hindi literary beginnings. It is not clear that a single candidate emerges as worthy of the crown, and no doubt other beginning points could be suggested than the ones considered here.46 Beginnings are inevitably contestable, but some have more credence than others. In the case of Hindi, perhaps the most dramatic and significant beginning point, or at least the one remembered as such, is the spectacular rise of Brajbhasha literary culture during the sixteenth century. Still, this beginning may be overly exclusionary. It stems from within the Brahminical thought world that created Sanskrit kāvya, of which Brajbhasha can be considered an early modern incarnation.

One blind spot in the literary culture’s own emic representation obscures the role of Indo-Muslims in fostering some of the earliest vernacularizing ambitions in North India. Although the surviving textual evidence is less than satisfactory, cultural memory about select Ghaznavid and Sultanate period writers suggests a close connection between Muslim literati and inaugural vernacularity early in the second millennium.47 And it was a Muslim writer, Maulana Daud, who put pen to paper in Dalmu in 1379, in the process giving shape to a new Avadhi literary tradition that would prove to have tremendous prestige far beyond the realm of Sufi khangāhs (residences) and Sultanate courts. Muslim agency can even be seen to have played a pivotal role in the inauguration of Braj kāvya since the rātī tradition spearheaded by Keshavdas began during the exact period when his patron’s at the Orchha court first entered the sphere of Mughal politics. The new political and cultural positioning of his court was almost certainly a factor in Keshavdas’s openness to literary newness, and his ability to break with previous Sanskrit tradition. Brajbhasha, even if largely a Brahmical enterprise in terms of its sociohistorical profile and textual orientation, was consolidated as a literary tradition only from
Mughal times, and this was a process facilitated not just by Hindu temple communities but by the patronage of the imperial court, Indo-Muslim elites, and Rajput noblemen who were closely tied to Mughal ways.47

Language and literary practices undergo real caesuras and participate in the cultural articulations of new power formations. This is not to suggest a purely instrumental relationship between aesthetics and power. The connection is often far from straightforward. But it exists nonetheless, and when we survey the various possible beginning points for Hindi literature, we find that inaugurations are generated precisely by the types of people who would not have been overly attached to the older Sanskritic ways of being literary, whether by a Sufi in Dalmav or a poet like Keshavdas, whose patrons ruled from an arriviste court at Orchha in Bundelkhand.48 We can track a similar rupture much earlier in South Asian history. Sanskrit political inscription was invented by Shaka and Kushana immigrants of the Northwest who were not wedded to vaidika culture, and when Rudradaman wrote the elaborate Junagarh rock inscription of ca. 150 CE he carved out a new domain of usage for Sanskrit that was wholly unlike what existed before.49

Cultural memory can be forgetful. In the Sanskrit world Valmiki was remembered as the adikavi, but Rudradaman, the first recorded writer of prasasti, was forgotten by posterity. In the case of precolonial Hindi writers, Brajbhasha was enshrined as the carrier of kavya, with the poets Surdas and Keshavdas celebrated as inaugurators by their successors. The Avadhi premākhyāns, which in hindsight can be seen, with good reason, as the Hindi tradition’s first major surviving expressive texts, were completely ignored in the canons forged by the eighteenth-century Brahmin literati of North India. In another iteration of canon formation in the early twentieth century exemplified by Shukla, we see further acts of forgetfulness in the positining of an exclusively pre-Muslim Apabhramsha origin for Hindi. Aside from the nationalist imperative to antiquate, when Hindi and Urdu had been fully communized as Hindu and Muslim, it must have seemed unthinkable that the first signs of Hindi literary activity could be by Muslims.

Another concern of this essay has been to probe the role of political formations and cultural superposition in vernacular literary beginnings. Much in the foregoing would underscore the importance of courts in the shaping of early Hindi kavya, although they were not the sole determinants in the case of either Avadhi or Braj, where Sufi religiosity and Vaishnavism also had critical roles to play. In the case of Avadhi poets, who gave Persian maşnavi and Sufi tenets a new local flavor by drawing on Indic ingredients, we saw something that looked less like superposition and more like hybridity. It is usual to think of vernacularization as operating across a single frontier zone (thus French poets emulated the high language of Latin and Kannada writers turned to Sanskrit classics). In medieval and early modern North India, however, the status of Sanskrit was counterbalanced by Persian, and in some cases Apabhramsha, which is to say that superposition needs to be seen as a multipolar phenomenon. Avadhi and Brajbhasha writers responded differently to the cultural choices before them, particularly in their ways of engaging with Persian and Sanskrit literary models. Ironically, it was the Braj poets—mostly Brahmins—who chose on occasion a style marked by superposed Persian vocabulary. The Muslim Sufi writers of Avadh by and large avoided it.

What other aspects of the North Indian case complicate Pollock’s magisterial theories of vernacularization? His detailed study of Kannada vernacularization gave rise to the useful concept of a “cosmopolitan vernacular” that takes many of its literary cues from the superposed language and, so doing lends prestige and dignity to an emergent regional system of culture-power.50 The breakdown of the cosmopolitan order in the “vernacular millennium” was triggered by the rise of new regional ways, in new regional polities. Quite distinct from the Sanskrit ecumene, being cosmopolitan in a vernacular sense did not mean being spatially cosmopolitan. Brajbhasha was different. While it never traveled to Southeast Asia or enveloped the entire subcontinent, the Braj literary system (and this is true of Hindi broadly) was transregional, serving the needs of various political and religious formations across enormous expanses of territory. These transregional aspirations suggest, among other things, that Hindi’s claims for the status of official language in the modern period are not solely based on nationalist mythologizing but stem from a much earlier cultural pattern. One thing is clear: whether or not we can agree on its moment of entry into culture, Hindi literature not only began but thrived in multiple communities during the vernacular millennium, superseding the powerful cosmopolitan formations that helped to shape it.
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Notes

1 Pollock 2006: 283–98.

2 The Tuhfat al-hind, a Persian treatise on Brajbhasha, was produced ca. 1675 for a Mughal readership (Ziauddin 1935); on Indo-Persian philology more generally, see the essay by Kinra in this volume. Françoise Mallison (2011) records the existence of a Braj grammar from Bhuj dating to 1717. Fort William College’s interventions in the case of Hindi and Hindustani are too well known to need rehearsing here.

3 For a useful attempt to sift through some of this nomenclatural morass in a quest for Urdu’s literary antecedents, see Faruqi 2003: 806ff.

4 On Sanskritś adikavi and the tradition’s self-consciousness about literary beginnings, see Pollock 2006: 77ff.

5 Shukla’s Hindi śāhīna kā itihās (History of Hindi Literature), first published in 1929, remains authoritative today for its four-part division of the tradition into ādi (beginning), bhakī (devotional), rūtī (courtly), and ādhunik (modern) periods (1994: 1).

6 “Asandighā saṁgri ko kuch prāpt hai, uski bhāṣā apabhramśā arthā prākṛtābhāṣā hindī hai” (ibid., 3). Shukla discusses Apabhramsha kāvya on pages 5–16.


8 For the tendency of Hindi scholars to elide the boundary between Hindi and Apabhramsha, see Dvivedi 1994: 11–18; and Gupta 1994: 53–55. Pollock, for his part, is clear that Apabhramsha was never treated in the same manner as vernaculars such as Kannada or Gujarati. The classical thought world theorized it as one of a “closed set” (including Prakrit and Sanskrit) of literary languages (2006: 89–105).

9 Apabhramsha influence on Hindi (particularly in terms of meter and genre) is stressed by McGregor (2001; 1984: chap. 2). Cf. de Brujin 2005:45–46.


12 Madhyayug ke sāhitya kī pradhān prernā dharmśādhmā hī raht hai (Dvivedi 1994: 24).

13 A discussion of Shukla’s dismissive approach to Kabir and later interventions by scholars such as Hazari Prasad Dwivedi and the Dalit critic Dharmvir is Wakankar 2006.

14 It is telling that until less than a decade ago the only regular scholarly venue in the West for discussing precolonial Hindi literature was known by the nickname “the bhakti conference.”


16 Faruqi (2003: 819–21) and McGregor (1984: 8) consider Masud Sad Salman’s Hindi divān an important moment of vernacular literary beginnings. However, Mirza Muhammad Qazwini (1905: 700–701) long ago discredited the idea that Masud Sad Salman could have written a Hindi divān. I am grateful to Rebecca Gould for the reference and for sharing her insights about this early Ghaznavid poet. On his Persian oeuvre, see Sharma 2000.

17 Whether or not modern scholars would agree, the Sanskrit tradition considered kāvya a separate domain from song (Pollock 1998: 8–9; 2006: 299–303). Doubts about Khusrav’s Hindi oeuvre as extant today, and about whether he considered Hindi a serious literary medium, are outlined in Faruqi 2003: 820–21; and McGregor 1984: 24–26.


19 Shacke 1993: 269.

20 For two lists of obscure early manuscripts unearthed from bhāndārs in the last century, see Gupta 1976; and Singh 1964: 8. On the grounds of their apparently not being read by or otherwise known to Hindi posteroity over the centuries, I skip over texts such as the Bhānṭeśvar bhāhoubal rās of Muni Shalibhadra Suri (1448), the Pradyumnaśar of Sadharu (1354?), and the Haricond Purāṇa of Jakhu Maniyar (1396). By the same logic it is difficult to include early authors such as Vishvudas from the Tonmar court of Gwalior who were given more weight by McGregor (1984: 35–38, 103, 122) and, following him, Pollock (2006: 393–95).

21 As noted by McGregor (2003: 915).


23 Sreenivasan 2007: 34 (referencing Badauni).

24 On Daud and Manjhan, see Behl and Weightman 2000: xiv–x. The latter, author of Madhumālatī, was a Shattari Sufi employed by Islam Shah Sur (r. 1545–54). Other prenādhān written by Sufis have a similar courtly provenance. Qutuban, a member of the Suhrawardi order, presented his Mirgōvatī (Story of the Doe-Eyed Woman, 1503) at the court of Shah Husain Shah Shariq of Jaunpur. Jayasi, author of Padmāvat (Story of Padmāvatī, 1540) and a Chishti, wrote praise poems to Islam Shah’s father Sher Shah Sur (r. 1540–45).


26 Behl and Weightman also argue for the importance of dhvani, another Sanskrit literary concept (ibid., xxxviii).

38 The fourth case study outlined below shows that Vishnudas did not figure in the literary self-understanding of the Braj community. Only the final portion of Vishnudas’s version of the Mahābhārata, the Svērgārohāna, had much currency in early modern manuscripts. Garcín de Tassy (1852) first drew attention to Vishnudas in the mid-nineteenth century after the poet had apparently languished in obscurity for centuries (I am grateful to Imre Bangha for the reference). In recent decades his oeuvre came to attract far more notice than it had garnered in the premodern period. See Dvivedi 1973; and McGregor 1999, 2000, 2007: 917–19.


40 On the larger political stakes of the Orchha court’s new types of self-fashioning in this period, see Kolff 2002: 121–34. The exemplary bhakti of King Madhukar Shah (r. 1554–92) is much admired in Vaishnava hagiographies, including Do saū bhāvan wīśvaṁ kī vīrātā (Tales of 252 Vaishnavas, 348–49) and Śrībhākhamāl (Auspicious Garland of Devotees, p. 731). The poet Hariram Vyas, one of the founding members of the Vaishnava community in Vrindavan and a contemporary of Hit Harivamsh and Swami Haridas, can also be connected to Madhukar Shah. These links are discussed from different angles in Pauwel 2002.

41 Keshavadas’s ancestors were from the Tomar court at Gwalior, and although the poet never mentions Vishnudas or otherwise signals a debt to him, it is possible that some latent sense of the potential for high vernacular writing had traveled with the family when it migrated from Gwalior to Orchha in the first quarter of the sixteenth century, helping to create the conditions for Keshavadas’s new ventures in Brajbhāsa kāvya.

42 The likelihood that Sur was an oral poet (but a highly sophisticated one, exhibiting great literary finesse) is discussed by Hawley (1984: 42–44). Still, even oral compositions were quickly committed to writing in this period. Many Hindi bhakti songs do have a written heritage, complicating the categorical distinction (emphasized by Pollock, see note 17) between songs and kāvya in earlier Sanskrit tradition.


45 The eighteenth-century Braj poet Raja Savant Singh of Kishangarh, writing under the pen name Nāgrīdas, is one exception. He did experiment with Persianized (quasi-Urdu) styles in a Rekha work known as Ishā coman (Garden of Love). See Pauwel 2006.

46 Kesava muni matirāma kabi, sukhdevādī anekā/shāi ādi kabi auru je rasa mai sahita viveka ānake lakṣāna lakṣāna lai āpni ukutī mittālbo nava rasa nayikā nayaka mati sarasā. Satavāgīravālā (v. 46).

47 Sudan, it should be pointed out, uses alphabetical order, but when five lines are devoted to poets whose names begin with the first Devanagari consonant, ko, opening with Keshavdas in particular must be seen as a choice, a seeming indicator of his ādikāvī status. Sajjāncarita, 4–9.

48 Kāvyanīrāya, 1:16–17. With the expression “varied language” (bhāṣā bīdīṭha prakārā) Bhikharidas may intend to point out that Tulisidas used both Avadhī and Braj. Gang, of whom only scattered Braj verses survive, wrote in Braj and Khari Boli. Some macaronic poetry mixing Hindi and Persian has also been attributed to him. See Krishna, 1960: 17–18)

49 The three poets in line 2 are brothers. Note how the three Muslim names in line 5 are linked. Sundar, who follows directly, was a Mughal poet under Shah Jahan (in other manuscripts the Muslim poets Raslin and Mubarak substitute for or augment Sundar). I am grateful to Jack Hawley for drawing my attention to these manuscript variants and for helping me try to make sense of the vision of the Hindi canon that underlies this passage.

50 (Ekā lahām tapavājī ni ke phala jīm tuṣṭā茸 aru sāra gosādā/ Ekā lahām bahusampati kesava bhūṣanā jīm bhūṣanā barai/ Ekāni koṁ jasa ki sōṁ pravājanā hai rasakāṇī nāhīṁ ki nānā/ āsta kābītāni ki cācācā bhūvāntāni koṁ sukaṁda sāki tuṁā) (Kāvyanīrāya, 1:10)

51 Adapting Sanskrit literary theory to the Braj context was a typical pursuit of rtī writers. In this case Bhikharidas specifically mentions Mambatā’s Kāvaprakāsa as a source in Kāvyanīrāya, 1.5.

52 Kāvya yatasaḥsrakarte yavahāravide śivetaraksayate/ sadyahpananirvarte kāntāsansmitateyopadesayate (Kāvyaprapakāsa, 1.2). (I am grateful to the editors of this volume for bringing the Mambata reference to my notice.) It is instructive to contrast Mambatā’s remarks with the perception of the modern Hindi critic Hazari Prasad Dvivedi that the premodern Hindi tradition was fundamentally religious.

53 Chand Bardai, legendary author of the Prthvīrāj rāso, mentioned only by Sudan, has been considered earlier, and Rajasthani, by some scholars. Although once thought to be a contemporary account of the twelfth-century Delhi ruler Prithvi Raj Chauhan, the text in its current form is a product of the Mughal period, and it has many Braj features. Rahim, like Tulsi, wrote in Braj and Avadhī.

54 Dadupanthi cultural memory has been studied by Callewaert (1993, 2000). Only
an occasional courtly writer, such as the Mughal poet Gang, makes it into the Dadupanthi repertoire.

43 I have not treated Jain kavya in Hindi for reasons of space but also owing to the comparatively limited circulation of the corpus. On this tradition as a claimant to Hindi beginnings, see Gupta 1976.

44 McGregor (1984: 1–28) and Shackle (1993: 281–82) have already drawn attention to the compelling connection between Muslims and vernacular literary beginnings in North India. Pollock also intuited a similar point: “it was precisely those in the north who did not swim in the Indic sea—that is, Muslim literati … who seem to have been the first to literate and literarize the languages of the Midlands” (2006: 392–93).

45 The importance of Mughal patronage for the development of Brajhasha as a court language is the subject of Busch 2010a.

46 The case of premodern Sant poets would be another instance, even if their work was not allowed entry into the official domain of kavya until relatively recently.
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